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THE TOAST OF NIGERIA (AT THE OXFORD 
AND CAMBRIDGE CLUB OF NIGERIA MAY BALL) 

On 21st June 2014 
- By Bashorun JK Randle, OFR, FNIM, FCA 

I consider it a great honour and privilege to be given the task (and a most pleasurable one 

too) of proposing the toast of our beloved country Nigeria at the May Ball of the Oxford and 
Cambridge Club for which the organisers have chosen the Metropolitan Club, Victoria 
Island, Lagos as the venue.  For this I am most grateful to Mr. Akinfela Akoni, the President 

of the club.  According to his business card, his former address was Wolfson College, 
Cambridge.  Two of the past presidents of the club – Professor Theo Ogunbiyi (St 

Catherine’s College, Oxford) and Ambassador Oladapo Fafowora, (Trinity College, Oxford) 
are also here as confirmation and demonstration of their life-long commitment to excellence, 
integrity, knowledge and the bountiful harvest to be derived from the best of western 

education regardless of the brutal declaration by “Boko Haram” that the core values we are 
celebrating are strictly “haram” (prohibited/forbidden). 

Looking around this elegantly decorated dining room and the array of bow-ties perfectly 
hooked to proper dinner jackets by the men as well as the magnificent evening gowns by 

their adorable spouses, we are in a defiant mood.  We refuse to be cowed or subdued by 
kidnappers, rapists, arsonists and suicide bombers.  We are perfectly poised to do justice to 
the culinary delights and fine wine as well as champagne as we rise to drink a lusty toast to: 

 “100 YEARS OF NIGERIA’S UNITY” 
I am ready to concede that the cynics may well quibble about the grammar and syntax and 

on my part (as a chartered accountant) I am inclined to overlook the arithmetical 
inexactitude.  It is a small price to pay for such excellent company in a most convivial 

ambience. 
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Besides, if you care to look at page 3 of the dinner programme, the Special Guest of Honour 
is Mrs Diezani Alison-Madueke, the Honourable Minister of Petroleum Resources.  Her 

previous address was Hughes Hall, Cambridge University. 
She is away on official duties outside the shores of Nigeria and has offered her profuse 

apologies for not being here tonight to propose the toast of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. 
As nature abhors a vacuum, I have her mandate to assure you all that her spirit is very 
much with us.  As further confirmation of her generosity of spirit, she has mandated me to 

act as the Minister of Petroleum Resources for tonight only!!  At the end of the evening I 
shall be handing out oil blocks and oil lifting contracts in consonance with the quota 

reserved for graduates of Oxford and Cambridge Universities as well as their friends and 
admirers.  There may be no free lunch (even in Freetown) but I can assure you that you 
made the right investment by buying tickets for tonight’s May Ball (even though we are 

already in June).  Permit me to misquote William Shakespeare: 
“June cannot know the glory that went with May.” 

While we are on the subject of lunch, some of you may be aware that I played a very minor 
role in the visit of V.S. Naipaul the world renowned novelist (previous address University 
College, Oxford) to Nigeria a few years ago.  He was invited to lunch at this same 

Metropolitan Club on a Tuesday afternoon.  He is the author of: 
1. “Bogart” a 3000 word story 

2. Education: Port of Spain and Oxford 
3. A House for Mr Biswas 
4. The Loss of El Dorado In A Free State 

5. Trinidad Killings, Argentina, Guerrillas 
6. A Flag on the Island, Africa, In A Free State 

He sat next to the then President of the Club Mr Akintola Williams, at the Elders’ Table 
(Table One) and he was duly introduced to an array of Oxford and Cambridge graduates. 
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He would later, almost in despair, confess that he had never met so many Oxford and 
Cambridge graduates in the same room outside the United Kingdom.  For a man who is not 

known for being excessively diplomatic or tactful, he could not resist lamenting how a 
country that has produced so many outstanding scholars could manage its affairs so poorly 

- from one crisis to another in precarious defiance of the laws of gravity. 
Incidentally, just as I was leaving my home to come here, there was a programme on 
television about Oxford and Cambridge Universities.  The main thrust of the documentary 

was that for 800 years these two institutions of learning have been producing leaders not 
only for Britain but also other parts of world.  America is not an exception - former US 

President Bill Clinton was a Rhodes Scholar and his previous address was University 
College, Oxford. 
Nigeria appears to be one of the few exceptions - Oxford and Cambridge are yet to produce 

the President of our beloved country. 
Perhaps the time is now ripe for the Nigerian graduates of Oxford and Cambridge to launch 

a joint frontal attack at achieving what has eluded us all these years.  Apparently, Ghana 
had the good fortune to have Dr Kofi Busia whose previous address was University College, 
Oxford as its Prime Minister from 1969 To 1972. 

On page 4 of the dinner programme, we are taunted with a quotation (a vignette) by the 
English author, William Makepeace Thackeray (1811 to 1863): 

 “Next to excellence is the appreciation of it” 
Accordingly, we are provided with an appetizer: 

“In recognition of the great achievements of its members over the years in diverse 

fields of human endeavour, the Club has decided to randomly select from its 
membership, those who have distinguished themselves in their chosen field, that 

their hard work and legacy should not be forgotten.” 
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The following epitaphs caught my eye: 

Name College/University Field Accomplishments 
(i) Chief Remilekun Downing College, Law Youngest Nigerian 

Fani-Kayode QC SAN Cambridge and politics QC, Deputy Premier, 
   Western Region 
   Moved the motion 
   for Nigeria’s 
   independence. 
 

(ii) Mr. Victor Adedapo Selwyn College, Law Legal pacesetter, 
Kayode Cambridge  graduating in 1920, 
   taught Nnamidi 
   Azikiwe at King’s 
   College 

Presumably, one is the son and other would be the father who are linked by the genetic 
code or DNA bristling with brilliance and scholarship.  I am not so sure that the “Nnamidi 

Azikiwe” referred to (first President of Nigeria) was ever a student at King’s College. 
Also, the documentary to which I referred claimed that in the 1960’s for every one student 

from Singapore, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand or Indonesia at Oxford and Cambridge 
Universities, Nigeria had eleven. 
They have since become the Asian tigers while our own dear country is still struggling to 

emerge from the dark tunnel of poverty, ignorance and violence. 
Please accept my sincere apologies for not accepting responsibility for the authenticity of 

the documentary - especially the claim that Lee Kwan Yew and Chief Remilekun Fani-
Kayode were in the same graduating year (1959/60) at Cambridge University. 
Fani-Kayode was expected to bag a “Double First” or a “First” but missed out by the 

narrowest of margins.  Lee Kwan Yew pipped him by getting a First but in the 
Commonwealth Law Examination, Fani-Kayode was first and Lee Kwan Yew was second.  

Regardless, Lee went back to Singapore and transformed his tiny poor country from “The 
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Third World To First” going by the title of his best-selling book on nation building.  Prime 
Minister Lee Kwan Yew’s abiding philosophy and ethos are that all it takes to build a great 

nation are a few good men and women.  Hence, we are entitled to ask after thoroughly 
enjoying ourselves at the May Ball:  “What are these Oxford and Cambridge men and 

women waiting for?” 
Kindly, permit me to disclose that my firm, JK Randle Professional Services has embarked 
on wooing Oxford and Cambridge Universities to partner with us in refining the metrics of 

our “PPFT Index” as a veritable tool for Risk Assessment and Risk Control for corporate 
entities and countries. 

PPTF stands for Perfectly Poised For Trouble”!!  I hate to admit it but Nigeria’s PPFT index 
is very much on the high side especially with 2015 elections looming on the horizon. 
Before the evening is over, we shall know the next Governor of Ekiti State.  I can confidently 

assure you that the victor’s name starts with “F” (Fayose versus Fayemi) but the Ifa priests 
have already announced Ifa Fayose (ifayose) as the winner.  Counting is still going on. 

By strange co-incidence, fifty years ago I attended the May Ball at Cambridge University as 
the guest of late Babatunde Williams who was a law student at Christ’s College. 
It was a blissful evening.  On the train back to London, the coaches were full of revellers 

who clearly had severe difficulties in coping with their hangover. 
Perhaps I should add that on a recent visit to attend “Africa Week” at Oxford University, one 

of the speakers (Spike Millingham) attributed the following statement to the Dalai Lama: 
“African educational systems have surprising outcomes.  The smartest students pass 
with first class and get admissions to medical and engineering schools.  The second 

class students get MBAs and LLbs in order to manage the first class students. 
The third class students enter politics and rule both the first and second class 

students.  The failures enter the underworld of crime and control the politicians and 
the businessmen/women.  And best of all, those who did not attend school become 
prophets and everyone follows them.” 
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We are only stating the obvious by declaring that Nigeria has taken major wrong turnings 
along the way with regard to both its educational system and political economy.  Our 

catalogue of missed opportunities provides eloquent attestation.  What an irony that at the 
height of the crisis that engulfed our nation in 1967, the main combatants Biafran warlord, 

then Colonel Odimegwu (ex-Oxford University) had as his chief adviser Chief Jerome Udoji 
(ex-Cambridge University) while then Colonel Yakubu Gowon (aged 32) Head of State of 
Nigeria had Chief Phillip Asiodu (ex-Oxford University) and Mr. Allison Ayida (ex-Cambridge 

University) in his corner.  Their failure to negotiate an amicable settlement propelled our 
nation into the Civil War that lasted from 1967 to 1970 at a cost of over one million lives and 

many more amputees, refugees and the walking wounded/dead. 
One remarkable thing about Oxford and Cambridge Universities is that they both keep 
impeccable record of their war heroes. 

These were the young men (students and lecturers) who sacrificed their lives “for King and 
Country” in far flung warfields during the First World War and the Second World War, not 

forgetting the Spanish Civil War and others. 
They were driven and consumed by their spirit of patriotism as well as the pursuit of 
adventure anchored on idealism.  Are we entitled to postulate that “Oxford and Cambridge” 

is now a global brand and that our host, the club in Nigeria, is putatively a franchise holder?  
Would it not be impudent, discourteous or even an act of ingratitude having enjoyed a 

sumptuous dinner for us as guests to demand of our hosts that they fight our wars for us, no 
matter the sacrifice?  At the top of our wish list is the Oxford and Cambridge University 
Expedition to rescue the 276 girls abducted by Boko Haram and quarantined in Sambisa 

Forest.  Perhaps a less daunting task is the vigorous intervention of “Oxford and 
Cambridge” as our nation raids its own treasury to pay for oil subsidy which this year will 

amount to a mind-boggling one trillion naira at least.  Providence has ensured that the 
Minister of Petroleum Resources is ex-Cambridge University.  Hence, she is especially 
endowed with the right pedigree and connections to resolve once and for all the festering 
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controversies over non-performing refineries; subsidies on PMS (petroleum motor spirit) and 
kerosene; etc.  You are free to add oil theft and the allegation of missing funds by the 

erstwhile Governor of the Central Bank, His Royal Highness Sanusi Lamido Sanusi, Emir of 
Kano. 

Perhaps the least our hosts can deliver is a formidable Think Tank to guide our beloved 
country while it is battling with its “PPFT” (Perfectly Poised For Trouble) Index.  We must 
however warn that owing to our nation’s peculiar circumstances, a Think Tank is not of 

much use or relevance unless it is backed up with an ACTION PLAN that would deliver 
measurable, credible and demonstrable results. 

Regardless, before we depart we owe it a duty to recommend Hallowed Olaoluwa for 
admission to the hallowed citadels of Oxford University or Cambridge University. 
Here is the front page editorial of “The Nation” newspaper published two days ago (19th 

June 2014): 

 “HALLOWED LIFE” 
§ At 24, Hallowed Olaoluwa who has shattered every academic record in his path must 

live in a world of his own 

His academic records are so staggering for his age that it would almost ring hollow to refer 
to him as merely a genius.  What this means is that even among intellectually gifted 

persons, there are multiple cadres and in such a classification of the exceptional, Mr. 
Hallowed Olaoluwa proves to be in a class by himself.  Levels after levels in his educational 
trajectory; right from kindergarten to his doctoral offering, he showed astounding genius. 

To read his story backwards, last Wednesday at the Multi-purpose Hall of the University of 
Lagos, Olaoluwa, the Mabo, Ekiti State indigene confounded the audience at the 

institution’s convocation ceremony when he stepped out as the youngest Doctor of 
Philosophy (PhD) laureate in the school’s 52-year-old history.  At only 24 years, he scored a 
cumulative grade point average (CPGA) of 5.0 to emerge the overall best doctorate student.  

What this translates to is that he made an A in every course he offered.  He studied 
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Mathematics.  He has bettered the record of 26-year-old Olabisi Adeyemi who had a CPGA 
of 4.98 in 2012. 

Olaoluwa’s doctoral feat is only an affirmation of a prodigious journey started at age 5 in 
1994 when he began primary one.  In less than 20 years, he had acquired a Higher School 

Certificate at 13, double first degrees in Physics and Mathematics at 18, a master’s degree 
at 19 and PhD at 24.  How did he achieve this seeming miraculous feat?  “I had four double 
promotions in the primary and secondary schools.  In primary school, I was promoted from 

primary five to primary six in the middle of the session.  I also obtained three other double 
promotions in the secondary school, always passing my exams with distinctions”, he 

explained. 
The highly gifted youth whose parents are missionaries of the Deeper Life Church had his 
early school life in the French-speaking country of Central African Republic (CAR).  It was at 

the University of Bangui in that country that he unfurled fully and showed the world the rare 
intellectual endowments he possessed.  He was admitted into the university at the age of 

15; he opted to study Mathematics and Physics simultaneously, a venture none had 
contemplated before then:  “Running two programmes simultaneously was not done before; 
neither had it been done after.  I was an exception to the rule due to my performances and 

God’s grace….” He informed. 
He bagged first class degree honours in the two courses, graduating at the age of 18.  He 

also did the same subjects (Maths and Physics) at the Master’s level, earning his MSc with 
distinction in the two fields as well. 
But what might be the magic of this rarefied academic excellence?  Olaoluwa does nothing 

extraordinary apart from being serious with his studies.  He said his time on campus was 
dedicated to research and work.  He would often go to his department to work, see his 

supervisors and collaborate with his colleagues.  But it was not all work and no play for him.  
According to him, he has friends and also interacts with them.  He has hobbies; he plays the 
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piano and he loves watching football.  As a member of the Deeper Life Church he relates 
with brethren, evangelizes sometimes and sings in the choir. 

Olaoluwa who is a UNESCO Ambassador of Peace wants to get even more PhDs.  He 
wants to go abroad to earn another doctoral in Mathematical Physics or any other such 

combinations.  He advises students never to be afraid of Mathematics but to always see it 
as a challenge to be overcome.  That, he posits, is the mindset required to conquer 
Mathematics. 

Olaoluwa is a burning beacon of light for Nigerian youths.  In an age when youths have their 
eyes set on material things and quick fixes, Olaoluwa has proved that rigorous study will 

always bring glory and honour.” 
I am not knowledgeable about the records in the archives of the Oxford and Cambridge 
Club of Nigeria.  I can only hope that someone is keeping score of the victims/casualties.   

Oluwole Awolowo and Oyewole Brown (Pembroke College) died in ghastly motor accidents 
in Nigeria shortly after graduating in law from Cambridge University.  Alex Egom the star 

athlete (Downing College) who bagged first class in social anthropology never recovered 
from the brutality inflicted on him by the Nigerian police and security officers during the civil 
war.  There was also Dr. George A. Ademola who studied medicine at Oxford.  He was the 

Senior Medical Officer in Lagos but died in mysterious circumstances for refusing to sign a 
false death certificate in respect of a top military officer during the civil war.  I think it had 

something to do with the death of AVM Shittu Alao who was the Chief of Air Staffs in a 
plane crash. 
Perhaps we should add the name of Dr. Alex Boyo, (King’s College, Lagos and Cambridge 

University) whose “crime” was that he did not promptly get out of the way in Lagos when his 
car broke down as the then Military Head of State General Yakubu Gowon was on his way 

to the airport.  The hapless doctor was beaten “black and blue” (excuse the pun!!) by 
overzealous soldiers.  Of course their boss knew nothing of it.  Dr Boyo survived by the skin 
of his teeth.  He promptly went into exile - back to Cambridge. 
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Let us conclude matters on a happy note by remembering that it was Roger Bannister who 
as a medical student at Cambridge University was the first to run the mile in under four 

minutes on 6th May 1954. 
He remains an enduring jewel and legend in the galaxy of sporting heroes and pantheon of 

“gentlemen warriors” par excellence. 
Please join me in drinking a toast to Nigeria and our aspirations for the next 100 years. 

         Bashorun J.K. Randle is 
      Chairman & Chief Executive 

      JK Randle Professional Services 
      Chartered Accountants 

      “X KPMG House” 
      One Ologunkutere Street 

      Park View 
      Ikoyi 

      (Opp. Astoria Hotel) 
 

      Email:  jkrandleintuk@gmail.com 
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